
RIVERSIDE DRIVE
Riverside Drive and the Arkansas River, during 1949-52, were considered more of a liability 
to Tulsa than an asset.  The bottom of the Arkansas River was too near the top and 
contrasting with the frequent problem of too little water for navigation was the more serious 
problem of fooding.  We never used Riverside Drive.  We would drive downtown from Harvard 
Ave west on Fourth Place to downtown or catch a city bus at Admiral Boulevard and Harvard 
and go west on Admiral Boulevard to downtown.  Many things have changed along Riverside 
Drive since those days.

River Parks is home to the city's largest collection 
of bronze wildlife sculptures, which were gifts to 
the citizens of Tulsa from Nature Works, Inc.  The 
fourteen sculptures were created by a number of 
internationally recognized artists whose work 
ranges from dramatic to the whimsical.  Several 
other sculptures are located throughout the park 
system.  The facilities include an Amphitheater, 
restaurants, shops, and live entertainment locations.

River Parks now includes over 800 acres of land 
stretching along ten miles of the Arkansas River.  
The focal point of the park is its trail systems, 
weaving through open lawns and tree-lined picnic 
areas, past the bronze wildlife sculptures and the 
seasonal color of  native trees and wild fowers.  
Public events are centered primarily at the River 
West Festival Park with its amphitheater and 

Reynolds foating stage.  Zink Dam and Lake have made the river a popular spot for fshing 



and rowing.  Further south, the untamed beauty of the Turkey Mountain Urban Wilderness 
Area rises 300 feet above the riverbed, offering rugged hiking and equestrian trails, as well 
as a panoramic view of the city from the summit.

A day spent traveling along Riverside Drive is well spent and extremely interesting.  I 
recommend it to everybody.  Some of the interesting places are mentioned in this article. 
The frst and most interesting is the Cyrus Avery Route 66 Centennial Plaza.  The Avery 
Plaza overlooks the historic Eleventh Street Arkansas River Bridge.  Avery used the 
existence of this bridge to justify Route 66 going through the city of Tulsa.  Without this 
bridge, Route 66 may have taken a completely different path.  A sculpture built on the Plaza 
is titled “EAST MEETS WEST”.
The “EAST MEETS WEST” sculpture, built 135 per cent actual size, is 40 feet long, 15 feet 
wide, and 14 feet high.  It represents how Route 66 and the bridge are where old met new, 
east met west, and the past meets the future.  Tulsa commissioned noted artist Robert 
Summers to create this monumental work.  A picture does not do it justice. You must see it 
yourself to get the full effect.  “EAST MEETS WEST” tells the story of an encounter 
between the Avery family riding in a vintage 1926 Model T Ford automobile and a horse 
drawn wagon coming from 
the west Tulsa oil felds. 
The wagon driver has his 
hands full with the horses 
rearing up on their hind 
legs from being startled 
by the automobile and our 
newsletter photographer, 
Warren Cox.  I highly 
recommend a family outing 
to the Avery Plaza to see 
the magnifcent “East 
Meets West” sculpture 
celebrating our history 
and the love for the 
“Mother Road.”

The Tulsa Spotlight Theatre is located at 1381 Riverside Drive 
(corner of Riverside Drive and Houston).  It was constructed in 
the 1920's by Patti Adams Scriner, who was a musician and 
teacher.  Scriner decided to build   a residence to refect her 
profession.  The result was   a combination studio and recital hall 
for her music students.  The Riverside Studio, as it was called, 
was built on a magnifcent site overlooking the Arkansas River. 
Eventually, Scriner was forced to give up her studio in 1933 and 
in 1941 Richard Mansfeld Dickenson,  a New York actor, purchased 
the property.  In 1953 Dickenson and a small group of performers 



known as the Tulsa Spotlight Club gave their frst performance   of “The Drunkard.”  Since 
that performance, and to this day the troupe has performed the melodrama each Saturday 
in what is now known as the Spotlight Theatre.

The Blue Rose Cafe is located at 21st and Riverside, adjacent to the Arkansas River.  It is a 
split level building which opens on both levels to the Arkansas River. It is a beautiful area.
A few of the bronze wildlife sculptures at the River Parks include the “Osage Cougar”, by 
Jim Gilmore, located at 57th Street and Riverside Dr.; “Pheasant Eludes Bobcat”, by jocelyn L 
Russell. Located at 67th Street and River Side; “Wichita Wapiti”, by Jocelyn Lillipop located at 
63rd Street and River Parks: and “Black Mesa Muleys”, by Daniel Parks located at Galveston 
Ave. in River Parks.

One of Tulsa's most notable homes is known as “The B.B. Blair Manson”.  It is another home 
with links to the Deep South.  Although the home's address is 2800 South Boston Ave., its 
expansive “front lawn” faces Riverside Drive just North of jogging trail bridge.  Construction 
began in 1958 on what was B.B. And Pricilla Blair's farm (they lived a few blocks North).  The 
exterior is a close replica of Confederate President Jefferson Davis” house in Biloxi Miss.  The 

house is a 6,000 sq.-ft. mansion.  John 
Brooks Walton, who worked for the 
homes architect, John Duncan Forsyth, 
at the time, recalled Forsyth traveling 
to Mississippi to take measured 
drawings of the Davis home.  Because 
the Davis home faces the Gulf and 
was subject to hurricanes and fooding 
the home has an elevated veranda 
across the front.  This was a practical 
duplication in the case of the Blaire 
Mansion because at the time of its 
building, the Arkansas River it faced 

was prone to fooding.  The George Kiaser Family Foundation has purchased the property, 
including the house, and according to the “Tulsa World”, dated June 18, 2013, plans to spend 
$100 million – $150 million to build a park in 
an area along Riverside Drive from 24th Street 
to 33rd Place as a gathering place for Tulsa to 
serve as the City's central park.

There is much more that can be written about 
Riverside Drive in Tulsa, but we are out of 
space.  Go by Riverside Drive and enjoy it 
when you come to town.

Bill Northcutt



MAY 2013 ROUGH TORNADO MONTH IN OKLAHOMA
Two monster tornadoes rated top of the scale (EF5 -200 or plus mph winds) occurred in the 
OK City area during the last 2 weeks in May.  These storms caused many deaths, injuries, 
and wide spread property damage, including at least 56 schools and 3 of the schools were 
obliterated.  EF5 tornadoes are unusual and, of course, very destructive.  Only 8 have 
occurred in OK since 1950.

On May 20th an EF5 tornado ravaged Moore and 
south OK City.  The tornado, which was one mile 
wide and tracked 17 miles during its 50 minutes 
on the ground, killed 24 people, destroyed or 
damaged more than 1,000 homes, many 
businesses, schools, and a hospital.

  On May 31st the 
second monster 
storm struck El 
Reno with maximum 
winds measuring 295 mph and a maximum path width of 2.6 
miles.  Based  on records this was the widest path width ever 
recorded in the U.S.  The death toll of 19 resulted from 
drownings as well as storm casualties.  The victims included 
three professional storm trackers as well as travelers on 
Interstate 40.

For the past couple of years, the state of OK enjoyed a decrease in damaging storms; 
however, OK City leads the U.S. In tornado occurrences.  Since the Weather Bureau has kept 
records, 100 tornadoes have struck in the OK City area.  During May, 2013 alone the state of 
OK endured 38 tornadoes.  Normally, the average number of tornadoes for the entire year 
for OK total 38.2.

On May 30th an EF2 tornado touched down in southeast Broken Arrow, which damaged homes 
and a few businesses in 5 separate areas and tracked 5.6 miles.

President Obama visited the Moore Area 
and promised Federal aid to the residents 
to rebuild.  A large number of churches, 
business groups, and individuals are 
providing immediate funds and clean-up 
efforts.

Many entertainers with OK roots have, 
and are presently, organizing beneft 
shows to help the storm victims.  Among 
these entertainers are Blake Shelton, 



Miranda Lambert, Garth Brooks, Trisha Yearwood, Vince Gill, Toby Keith, Ronnie Dunn, Willie 
Nelson and others.

The picture above is all that remains of a day care house where 7 children and two adults 
survived in a closet.

(Editors note: One of those children was our two and a half year old great granddaughter.)  

On July 6th Toby Keith's Twister Relief Concert will be presented at the University of 
Oklahoma stadium in Norman.  It will feature, Toby Keith, Garth Brooks, Trisha Yearwood, 
Ronnie Dunn, Willie Nelson among others.  Tickets will go on sale June 21st and will cost $25.

(Editor's note: When the Toby Keith Concert tickets went on sale this morning, (June 21st), 
they sold out in less than two hours.)

Gary and Barbara Millikan

REBIRTH IN THE KENDALL-WHITTIER AREA
Many of you classmates may remember the 
Kendall-Whittier area.  Some of you may also know 
about the revival and rejuvenation that has been 
taking place there.  Among the newest landmarks in 
the area is the Selser-Schaefer Architectural Firm. 
When they frst came across a long abandoned 
building there, they saw opportunity everywhere.  
They even had ideas for the shoulder-high stacks 
of bowling alley lanes that were in a back corner.

Selser-Schaefer, known for multi works around the community such as the Tulsa Community 
College Center for Creativity, Hardesty Arts Center in the Brady District, the Tulsa Boys home 
and other buildings throughout our nation, had been considering a change for some time. 
Many of you remember the building at 2002 E. 6th St. as the Tulsa Ice Co.  With the true 
character of the building it gave the architectural frm the opportunity to join the rebirth of 
Kendall-Whittier.  The building was built in the late 1920's when Tulsa Ice Co. sold ice by the 
block, house to house, business to business for keeping food cool.  Then came along 
refrigerators eliminating the need for ice distribution daily.  The building was then used for a 
foundry and later as an auto warehouse.  The building had been vacant since the 1980's.

Using many of the existing features, the architects began remodeling.  The open loading deck 
became a patio for employees on breaks.  The 110 x 70 foot factory foor is the main draw 
serving as an open work area for the 40 employees.  Those shoulder high stacks of wood 
from the bowling alley became the tops of employees work areas.  The original 
windows/frames were kept in place with lights added along the walls aimed upward to 
refect off the ceiling.  To alleviate the echoing problem, they had specially cut tiles installed 
between the beams in some areas and left part of the original ceiling exposed.  Leaving the 
outer walls intact allows us to see where the original brick suddenly merges into the 



concrete blocks added at a later date to increase the life of the building.

Even though the renovation is complete the frm is hoping to sand off the paint and fnd the 
original Tulsa Ice logo.  They are hoping to fnd the T-Ice sign to bring the exterior closer to 
its' original state.  Four and a half months and $3 million later, the Selser-Schaefer 
Architectural Firm has moved into their new home to celebrate their 20th year of operation. 
The next time you come to visit us here in Tulsa, make it a point to drive by 2002 E 6th 

Street.  Come see the continued rebirth of the Kendal-Whittier area as it unfolds.

Sue White Cravans

RESPONSES
Mary Sue (White) Killam wrote, “I've fallen behind with a donation for the wonderful 
newslettrer.  You continue to do such a great job!  It is a special treat when I see it in the 
mail.  Sorry I'm not in the computer world to avoid the extra cost, but still need mine sent 
by regular mail.”  (We thank you for the donation Mary Sue and your nice response!)

“Newsletter Folks, I just signed up to get the newsletter by e-mail and I cannot remember if 
I ever made a contribution to the cost of putting out the print version.  In any case, here is 
my contribution.  Thanks for all the work you have put into it.  I always enjoy reading it.” 
This was sent to us by Pat Polston Greer (Thank you Pat for your kind words – they keep 
us going!)

We received this from Janet (Armstrong) Richey.  “Dear Newsletter Staff, You continue to 
amaze me as you send articles of interest to those of us long gone from our beloved high 
school and the city of Tulsa.  Thank you for sending glimpses of what we remember of that 
area.  And most exciting to me a look at what is happening currently.  Enclosed is a small 
monetary gift to help you continue.  Warmest Wishes”  (Thank you Janet for the donation 
and positive response!)

Don Ragan comments, “Looking forward to our next get together.  The last one was great. 
Hopefully we all will stay healthy.”  (Amen to that Don, and we thank you for your 
contribution!)

“Do you remember the yo-yo competition at the Circle.  I barely remember that and the 
Screen-O thing of some sort.  I think my memory is slipping as it seems that it was just 
yesterday.  I did respond to the e-mail inquiry printed in the newsletter for Roberta Moose 
information by sending him (her grandson) the 1948 Cleveland class picture. Roberta was in 
that picture.”  Sent  by e-mail from Gary Parks  (Thanks Gary for sharing-lots of great 
memories!)

We wanted to share this “thank you” response.  “Dear Class of '52 Newsletter Team, Thank 
you for all your help and the donation for Mom's Obituary.  Mom was very proud and glad to 
be a part of the Newsletter Committee.  She enjoyed it so much and as a Senior it was an 
important part of her life.  Thank you for making that experience a joyful one for her.” 
Sincerely, Molly McBride-Rogers      (Sent by Sue Baker McBrides daughter)



From Jon Howard, we received some little known facts (history) about Mid-Way, Guam, and 
Pearl Harbor.  He also listed military ribbons/medals members of our class who were involved 
in active duty may receive “National Defense” and the “Cold War.”  Those interested may 
obtain a free catalog from Medals of America on line.  If interested in the connection 
between Mr. Cotter, English teacher, and these events contact Jon.  Address: Jon B. Howard, 
10 Creek Road, Huntsville, TX 77320  (Jon, we thank you for writing.)

In late May, Marianne and Chuck Canter shared that they had a great time getting 
together with Clark and Joan Reid, Ross and Donna Dawson, and another couple (the guys 
were room-mates at Rice) for lunch at Landry's near Galveston.  The Canters were down 
there, from Savannah, for a family reunion.  The stories shared and latest news among 
families were “precious moments” as they enjoyed remembering “ole' times” and catching up; 
on friendships from days past.  (Thanks for the update Marianne!)

Joanne and Ed Stadler

DONATIONS
The following classmates generously sent donations to help keep our Newsletter up and 
going.  A “BIG” thank you to each one of you!  We couldn't do it without YOU!!  Janet 
(Armstrong) Richey, O.R. (Orville) Berg, Milt Coleman, Tom Gilbert, Pat (Polston) Green, 
Mary Sue (White) Killam, Dick Moyer, and Don Ragan.

LOST CLASSMATES
We have lost one more classmate with the last mailing.  It is Jerry Cunningham, mailed to: 
336 N. Poston, Rose Hill, KS 67133.  If you have any information about Jerry, new address, e-
mail address or other information,m please let us know.  THANKS!

ADDRESS CHANGES
With our last mailing we were alerted to the change in Elanor Sampson Bridell's address. 
The new address is: 3916 Gourock Ct., Apopka, FL 32712-5688

THOSE WHO HAVE GONE BEFORE US
Sue Baker Mcbride – June 1, 2013
Barbara (Bobbie) Young Riesinger – June 11, 2013

IN MEMORIAM
Our Newsletter Staff will sorely miss Sue Baker McBride.  She was so steady, always 
attending the meetings, giving suggestions, and writing articles.  We were unaware of her 
degree, and some of her accomplishments as she never expounded on these.  She was 
faithful, kind, caring, and an inspired contributor.  She loved her family, fying and was proud 
of her school – her heritage.  She is with the angels now, but will forever, “Fly for the fun 
of it” (Quote from Amelia Earhart).  Good bye dear friend; until we meet again in heaven 



with him.

Our Will Rogers Newsletter Staff

Once again we have the sad news of another classmate that is no longer with us.  As above, 
Barbara Young Riesinger died June 11th, 2013.  While in school I knew her as Barbara, but 
over the years I've come to call her “Bobbie” as many others do.  Bobbie attended the Will 
Roger's Ladies Luncheons and looked forward to each monthly get together.  She was very 
interesting to talk to, involved with several civic groups, a noted Gemologist, and received 
many awards within her trade.  She and her husband, Frank, owned Riesinger Jewelry in 
Tulsa.  In the last few years as her health began declining she became more dependent on 
Frank.  We held some of our luncheons in their home.  Each one bringing a dish, and Frank 
was always there helping with all of it.  She always said she didn't know what she would do 
without him.  Even though Bobbie was unable to attend luncheons over the last few years 
due to her multi health issues, we will all miss her very much.

Sue White Cravens
MYSTERY PICTURE

No one guessed the last mystery picture.  It was taken of the art deco strip over the main 
entrance of the Pavilion on the Fair Grounds at 21st and Yale.  Try your memory skills on this 
new one.  Hint, it is about 2 and 2/3 miles from the last one.



IN CLOSING
It is hard to say this, but it is a fact of life.  Our numbers are shrinking.  As you read 
earlier in this newsletter, we lost a member of our committee that had been with us since 
the beginning.  We will miss you, Sue, your hard work, dedication, and most of all your 
friendship will be remembered.  But, “life goes on” and we will continue to keep you informed 
through these newsletters.    

And Will Rogers says:  

“The quickest way to double your money is to fold it and put it back 
into your pocket”

“There are two theories to arguing with a woman.  Neither works.”


